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• A novel discrete element model (DEM) for fracturing in elastic solids is proposed.
• By splitting nodes, contrary to breaking bonds, lattice artefacts are reduced.
• Fracture volumes and surfaces are naturally represented for all fracture apertures.
• The fracture representation simplifies coupling of fracturing to fluid transport.
• Applications include fracturing driven by fluid generation in geological systems.
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a b s t r a c t
A newdiscrete elementmodel (DEM) has been developed for the purpose of simulating dy-
namic fracturing driven by the internal generation of fluids in lowpermeability elastic solid
bodies. The elasticmaterial is represented by a network of nodes connected by springs, and
fracture nucleation and propagation is implemented by splitting nodes and reconnecting
the spring network. This produces realistic fracture shapes, and reduces lattice artefacts
compared with DEM models in which fracturing is implemented by breaking/removal of
springs. Fracture volumes and surfaces are explicitly represented in terms of the voids in
the reconnected spring network, simplifying the coupling between mechanical deforma-
tion and fluid pressure in the fractures, and facilitating themodelling of fluid transport. The
model is illustrated by applying it to fracturing driven by internal fluid generation in an im-
permeable quasi two-dimensional system. This is relevant for many geological processes,
including primarymigration of oil and gas in low-permeability source rock. Themodelmay
also be adapted to hydraulic fracturing processes, which are of industrial interest in con-
nection with unconventional oil and gas production.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1. Introduction
Coupled processes in which fracturing of a solid is driven by fluids flowing through an evolving fracture network are
common in geology and engineering. Hydraulic fracturing is used industrially to recover oil and gas from shale, and it has
become a technology of increasing economic and geopolitical importance, as well as public and professional concern, over
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the past decade [1,2]. A similar process is believed to occur naturally in maturing organic-rich shale, driven by pressure
build-up as kerogen is thermally decomposed into lower molecular mass, lower density hydrocarbons. This may be an im-
portant mechanism for primary migration, the process by which oil and gas is transported within and expelled from source
rocks [3–5]. Fracturing due to internal pressure accumulation also occurs in other geological systems. For example, there is
evidence indicating that the month-long sequence of earthquakes striking the Umbria and Marche regions of northern Italy
in 1997 was sustained by the release of over-pressured trapped CO2 [6,7]. Other examples of coupled fluid drainage and
fracturing include decomposition of methane hydrate coupled with fracturing of sediments, which may have an impact on
Earth’s climate [8], the expulsion of water from rocks in subduction zones, which can play an important role in earthquake
triggering [9], and internal generation of fission gases causing fracturing of nuclear fuel pellets [10], which is a challenge for
the nuclear energy industry.
Pressure driven fracture processes have been studied analytically by several authors for simple and idealised systems
[11–15]. Although such models provide useful insights, numerical modelling is required to study more complex systems.
However, the numerical modelling of these coupled processes presents many challenges. In principle, molecular dynamics
(MD) can be used to model fracturing of a solid in contact with a fluid on the molecular scale, but this approach is practical
only on very small time and length scales. Similarly, continuum approaches, such as finite elementmodels (FEM)may be ap-
plied to dynamic fracturing by resolving the evolving fractures with a fine adaptive mesh, but this is computationally costly.
Many authors have suggested alternative ways to accommodate fracturing in continuum models. For example, a large
number of generalised FEM models, which enable representation and tracking of dynamic fracture boundaries without the
need for remeshing, have been developed [16–19]. However, these frameworks tend to be more elaborate than standard
FEM approaches and require special treatment of the regions near fractures. Also, the fracture volumes and surfaces are
typically defined implicitly, complicating the coupling between the model used to simulate fluids in the fracture apertures
and the deformation and fracturing of the surrounding solid. Phase field models [20–23] can also be used to simulate the
evolution of geometrically complex fracture systems, but, to our knowledge, they have not been coupled with models for
fluid transport and used to simulate hydraulic fracturing. Even if such coupling is possible, the high resolution required to
resolve fractures could be a limiting factor in applications to large fracture systems.
Discrete elementmodels (DEM), sometimes referred to as spring networkmodels or distinct elementmodels, are discrete
alternatives to continuummodels, and they can be used tomodel deforming solids on amacroscopic scale. Depending on the
application, the discrete elements may represent actual grains of a granular material or merely be an abstract discretisation
of an essentially continuous medium. In DEMs, the neighbouring elements, representing the solid material, are connected
by bonds (typically springs or beams), whose properties may be adjusted to achieve a desired material rheology. Fractur-
ing is typically implemented by breaking bonds that are strained beyond a critical threshold. Problems studied with this
approach include cracking of thin films [24], formation of extensional fractures in clay [25,26], weathering processes [27],
fragmentation processes [28,29], fracturing by diffusion controlled volume changing reactions [30] and acoustic emissions
frommicro fracturing in porous rock [31]. An alternative DEMmodel, inwhich the elements represent a Voronoi tessellation
of a continuumand fractures are represented implicitly as shear bands, has been used tomodel failure of concrete [32,33]. As
the above-mentioned examples demonstrate, DEM models are able to simulate complex fracture process realistically, and
it has been shown that such models are able to reproduce isotropic elastic behaviour [34,35]. However, the representation
of fractures in terms of broken springs introduces lattice artefacts. Furthermore, the reconstruction of fracture volumes and
fracture geometries from broken bonds is ambiguous or unrealistic, unless the DEM model represents a granular medium,
in which case fracture surfacesmay be interpreted in terms of node contours. For applications in which fractures are consid-
ered to be empty and fracture surfaces are traction-free, the exact volume of a fracture or location and orientation of fracture
surfaces is not important. The same is not true for applications in which fracturing is coupled to pressure forces exerted on
the solid by fluids contained in fractures. As a result, studies in which DEM models have been applied to hydraulic fractur-
ing [36,35] have represented fractures implicitly, by calculating local porosities from the DEM node positions and using a
Kozeny–Carman or other empirical permeability–porosity relationship to determine local permeabilities. Fluid transport is
thenmodelled as Darcy flow on a finer underlyingmesh. In thesemodels, the forces that fluids exert on the solid are derived
from the fluid pressure gradient. A similar coupling to a fluid pressure field was used in a FEMmodel based on Biot poroelas-
ticity equations in Ref. [37]. Fractured rocks are typically ‘dual porosity’ systems, inwhichmost of the fluid is contained in the
low permeability unfractured rockmatrix, but most of the fluid flow occurs in fractures. A challenge associated withmodels
based on a dual porosity field is the need to resolve sharp changes in pressure gradients if the permeability in the unfractured
solid is small, which makes them most useful for modelling high porosity materials or fractures on a microscopic scale.
The DEM model introduced here extends previous DEM models to applications in which explicit representations of
fracture volumes and surfaces are required. The novel approach differs from previous models in the way in which fractures
are introduced, by splitting nodes, reconnecting the spring network and inserting fracture triangles in the resulting voids.
Fracture volumes and fracture surfaces may be defined in terms of these fracture triangles, and this enables easy coupling to
fluid transport and pressure forces,without the need to invoke additional computationalmeshes or other elaborate schemes.
The triangulation of the elastic solid does not change upon fracturing, and hence there is no need to interpolate or recalculate
properties of the elements during simulations.
An additional advantage of this fracture representation is that fracture propagation directions are less restricted than in
typical DEM models, and fractures may follow straight paths, resulting in realistic fracture shapes even for fractures that
are a few mesh units long. As a result, the stress field around fractures can be well represented with low mesh resolution,
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and this reduces the computational resources required to simulate large systems of many interacting fractures. The model
is particularly suitable for modelling low-permeability or macroscopic systems, in which fractures effectively constitute all
of the permeability, such that pressure forces can be treated as boundary forces on fracture surfaces.
To illustrate the model, a dynamic fracturing process is considered, in which the driving force of fracturing is provided
by accumulation of fluid pressure in the fractures. The modelled system represents an isotropic elastic solid containing a
set of pre-existing fracture seeds and with uniform production of dissolved gas within the solid matrix. The dissolved gas
can diffuse through the solid and exsolve into fractures, and the fracture systemmay evolve in response to the gas pressure
exerted on fracture walls. This model set-up closely resembles experiments performed by Kobchenko et al. [38] in which
fracturing in a layer of gelatine confined between two glass plates was driven by uniform CO2 generation and subsequent
exsolution of CO2 gas. An example of a fracture network generated in one of these experiments is shown in Fig. 1, together
with a visualisation of the stress field around a set of fractures. In these experiments, fractures nucleate as bubbles, governed
by the supersaturation of CO2, however, the nucleation is a complex process, and is ignored here, as it is not essential for
conveying the ideas of the model.
2. Model
2.1. Elastic interactions
In the model presented here, the elastic solid is represented as a triangular lattice of nodes connected by springs. Each
pair of nearest neighbour nodes, i and j, exert equal and opposite forces on each other, given by
F⃗i,j = −F⃗j,i = ki,j(|x⃗j − x⃗i| − li,j)nˆi,j, (1)
where x⃗i and x⃗j are the node positions, ki,j is a spring force constant, li,j is the equilibrium separation of the nodes, and nˆi,j is
the unit vector pointing from node i to node j. In order to ensure homogeneous behaviour and consistent scaling of spring
forces with lattice resolution, the individual spring constants are set to ki,j = Ai,jk/li,j, where Ai,j is the area of the Voronoi
interface between node pair (i, j) [32,33]. (The Voronoi interface has unit of length in two dimensions, but the system is
assumed to also have a uniform thickness in the third dimension, as in the experiments of Kobchenko et al. [38].)
For a uniform triangular lattice with a node separation of li,j = l, Ai,j = lh/
√
3 for node pairs in the interior of the lattice,
and ki,j = hk/
√
3, where h is the thickness of the solid layer. The regular triangular latticewith associated Voronoi interfaces
is illustrated in Fig. 2. The Voronoi areas and spring constantsmay be split into contributions Ae = lh/2√3 and ke = hk/2√3
from the individual triangle elements e, and the spring force per element, for a pair of adjacent nodes i and j, is given by
F⃗ ei,j = −F⃗ ej,i = ke(|x⃗j − x⃗i| − l)nˆi,j. (2)
This separation of forces into element-wise contributions ensures that forces also scale appropriately at system boundaries
(where node pairs are unique to one triangle element), and it ensures that elastic energy and forces are redistributed
consistently, without a need for adjusting springs, when the node connectivity changes during fracturing. Several authors
(e.g. Refs. [34,35]) have shown that regular triangular spring lattices can reproduce isotropic elasticity in the continuum
limit. Since the springs exert only stretching and compression forces, it can be shown that the regular triangular spring
network corresponds to a solid with a Poisson ratio of ν = 1/3 and Young’s modulus of E = 2k/3 = 4ke/√3h.
2.2. Substrate attachment
In addition to inter-nodal spring forces, every node is connected to a rigid substrate by weak springs. The spring attach-
ment forces are given by
F⃗ ei,substrate =
ks
6
(x⃗0i − x⃗i), (3)
where x⃗0i is the original position of node i, and k
s is the substrate attachment spring force constant. These forces are con-
veniently defined per triangle, because the lattice topology is subject to change during fracturing. Any node may be part of
six or fewer triangles, and, hence, the attachment strength effectively scales with the associated area of the node that is in
contact with the substrate.
The effect of the weak bonding to the substrate is to localise mechanical interactions, which is realistic in the context of
the gelatine experiments of Ref. [38], in which the gelatine layer is constrained by confinement to a Hele-Shaw cell and ad-
hesion of the gel to the glass walls. Substrate attachment also plays a role in other quasi-two dimensional fracturing process,
for example desiccation fracturing in mud or the formation of drying fractures in paint films [24,39–42].
In addition to elastic forces and substrate attachment, the solid is subject to pressure forces on fracture surfaces, and this
is discussed in the following section.
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Fig. 1. A: Example of a fracture network from gelatine experiments described in Ref. [38]. B: Visualisation of the strain field around fractures, using cross
polarisers.
Fig. 2. The regular triangular lattice used in the DEM model. Nodes (indicated by black dots) are connected by springs to nearest neighbour nodes and
to an underlying rigid substrate. The equilibrium node separation, l, and Voronoi interfaces between nodes are used to scale the spring force constants
(A = hl/√3).
2.3. Fracturing and the mechanical coupling to fluid pressure
The novelty of the DEMmodel described here lies in the implementation of fracturing and theway that the fluid pressure
in fractures is coupledwith themechanical deformation. Unlike conventional DEMmodels, fractures nucleate and propagate
by splitting nodes, rather than by breaking springs. The procedure for inserting new fractures is illustrated in Fig. 3, and is
implemented in three steps:
1. Determine where and when a fracture will nucleate/propagate according to a fracture criterion (discussed below);
2. Determine the orientation of the new fracture segment;
3. Reconnect the lattice, by disconnecting springs on one side of the fracture from the old node and attaching them to the
new node. Insert two new fracture triangle elements in the resulting void.
The coupling of fluid pressure to mechanical deformation is implemented by applying normal forces on the fracture
walls. In order to do this, it is necessary to define what is meant by a fracture wall, but there are several alternative ways to
associate a fracture volume and fracture surface to the voids created by node splitting. One obvious approach would be to
define the fracture surface as the interfaces between bulk triangles and fracture triangles (red contours in Fig. 3). However,
using this approach, the relative surface area to volume ratio for a fracture depends on whether the fracture path follows
one of the mesh directions or not (as can be seen from Fig. 3(E)–(F)–(G)). This problem can be resolved by using a projection
of the interface instead (blue contour in Fig. 3).With the first approach, fracture surfaces elements are always oriented along
one of the three mesh directions. With the second approach, fractures are smoothed, and can be made to appear straight
along six different planes. Fig. 4 demonstrates how the fracture surface may be distributed among the nodes on fracture
boundaries using the two proposed approaches. Since the second representation is a projection of the first, the resultant
surface normal vectors per node obtained from the two approaches are equal (the red vectors sum up to the blue vector in
Fig. 4), and hence themechanical coupling to the fluid pressure in the fractures is equivalent. The force contribution to node
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Fig. 3. Illustration of fracturing by node splitting. A: Configuration of springs and nodes before splitting. Each pair of nodes is connected by one spring per
triangle. B: Configuration after splitting of the central node. Springs above the fracture plane (horizontal in this case) are reconnected to the new node. C, D,
E and F: Possible growth sequence of a fracture. Black lines represent springs. The node position atwhich a fracturewill nucleate/propagate next is indicated
with a black dot. The direction in which the fracture will propagate is indicated by thick, black line segments. The fracture triangles (grey) are inserted in
the open voids that form when the springs are reconnected. Two alternative ways are proposed to represent fracture contours on the reconnected mesh.
Alternative 1 (highlighted in red) is to consider the interface between bulk and fracture triangles as the fracture surface. Alternative 2 (highlighted in blue)
is to use a projected contour, as explained in the text and illustrated in Fig. 4. When the projected fracture contour (blue) is used, the fracture path appears
straight even when the split nodes lie on alternating paths along the spring network (e.g. the vertical fracture segment formed in steps E→ F→ G). The
fractures are drawn with fixed aperture widths for illustration purposes. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
i from fracture triangle f with gas pressure pf is given by
F⃗ fi = pf A⃗fi , (4)
where A⃗fi is defined as half the normal vector of the edge in element f that is opposite node i, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows the difference between the fracture representation in the node-splitting model and a typical representation
of fractures in bond-breaking DEM models. Unlike in the approach presented here, straight fractures in bond-breaking
models consist of broken springs with alternating orientation, and the forces are asymmetrically distributed on the opposite
sides of the fracture (Fig. 5(A)–(B)). Also, fractures in bond-breaking models are forced to turn in one of two directions at
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Fig. 4. Illustration of how a fracture surface area may be assigned to nodes on fracture boundaries. One way of representing the fracture surface is in
terms of the interface between bulk triangles (white) and fracture triangles (grey). A part of this interface may be associated with each of the nodes on
the boundary. In this example, the surface element associated with node 1 comprises half the edge between nodes 1 and 3 and half of the edge between
nodes 1 and 2 (indicated by red segments with red normal vectors). An alternative way of associating a surface element to each node is to use the projected
interface (highlighted in blue for node 1 in this example). The associated normal vector (highlighted in blue) can be constructed as a sum of contributions
A⃗f11 , A⃗
f2
1 and A⃗
f3
1 from the fracture triangles f1, f2 and f3 adjacent to node 1. The vectors A⃗
fi
1 correspond to half the normal vector associated with the edge of
triangle fi opposite to node 1. The blue normal vector is equal to the sum of the red normal vectors. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
eachpropagation step (Fig. 5(C)). In the node-splittingmodel, fracturesmaypropagate in three different directions, including
straight forward (Fig. 5(D)).
Fig. 5(E)–(F) compares how fractures along lattice directions and perpendicular to lattice directions can be realised in
the bond-breaking and node-splitting models, respectively. With the approach in Fig. 5(A), (C) and (E), it is ambiguous how
fracture and material volumes should be represented when apertures become large, but in the node-splitting model the
interpretation of fracture volumes in terms of fracture triangles works for arbitrarily large deformations.
To determine when and where fracturing will occur, the stress field at the position of each node is calculated from the
inter-nodal forces acting on that node [43], i.e.
σ(x⃗i) =

e,i∈e

j∈e,j≠i
1
2Vi
F⃗ ei,j ⊗ (x⃗j − x⃗i), (5)
where the first sum is over all elements e containing the node i, and the second sum is over the remaining nodes of e adjacent
to i. Here Vi is the volume of the Voronoi cell associated with node i, and⊗ denotes a tensor product. This formula is valid
in the interior of the regular triangular mesh, and for small deformations [34,35], but cannot be expected to hold at surfaces
or when the node connectivity is reduced due to broken bonds. This can be a problem in bond-breaking DEMmodels, but in
the current model, no bonds are broken. As a result, nodes at fracture tips have the same spring connectivity as fractures in
the bulk (illustrated in Fig. 6), and, consequently, Eq. (5) may be used to estimate tip stress.
In the particular application discussed here, only openingmode fractures are formed, and a tensile fracture criterion was
used. A fracture propagates if the maximum principal stress at the tip, σ1(x⃗i), exceeds a critical tensile strength TC , i.e.
σ1(x⃗i) > TC . (6)
If this criterion is met, the tip node is split and the neighbouring node in the direction that is closest to the direction of the
maximum hoop stress becomes the new tip. The hoop stress is the component σθθ of the stress tensor in polar coordinates,
and it is related to the Cartesian stress by
σθθ = σxx sin2(θ)+ σyy cos2(θ)− σxy sin(2θ). (7)
2.4. Gas diffusion and exsolution
Although the DEM model described in this paper can be used to simulate a variety of deformation and fracturing pro-
cesses, the current work is motivated by experiments inwhich fracture nucleation and growth is driven by gas generation in
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Fig. 5. Comparison of fracture representations in DEM models where fracturing is implemented by breaking of bonds (A) and by splitting of nodes (B).
The directions of fracture forces exerted on the nearby nodes are indicated with blue arrows. In bond-breaking models a propagating fracture must turn
in one of two directions (C). In the node-splitting model, propagating fractures may turn in one of two directions or advance without turning (D). E–F:
Comparison of fractures along lattice directions and perpendicular to lattice directions in the bond-breaking and node-splitting models, respectively. In
the node-splitting model, fractures along lattice directions are straight (horizontal fracture in F), and fractures perpendicular to lattice directions become
straight when represented in terms of the projected fracture contour (dashed line in F). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
the solidmatrix, gas exsolution and diffusion of dissolved gas down chemical potential gradients into fractures. It is assumed
that diffusion of dissolved gas in the bulk material is governed by Fick’s law, i.e.
∂c
∂t
= D∇2c + γ . (8)
Here c is the molar concentration of dissolved gas, and γ is the gas production rate, which was chosen to be uniform in both
time and space. Eq. (8) was solved implicitly by means of a finite difference approximation and a backward Euler scheme
on the same computational mesh that was used for the elastic problem. The concentration ci in node i at time step n+ 1 is
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Fig. 6. Nodes in the bulk (central node in A) and nodes at fracture tips (central node in B) are connected to the same number of springs. Hence, for small
apertures, the stress field at fracture tips may be approximated by Eq. (5).
thus given by
Vi
cn+1i − cni
1t
=

e,i∈e

j∈e,j≠i
κ(cn+1j − cn+1i )+ Viγ , (9)
where κ = hD/2√3. κ is conveniently defined per triangle, such that the fluid flux may be consistently defined at exter-
nal boundaries and along fracture surfaces, without the need for readjustment when new fractures are formed. The factor
h/2
√
3 in the definition of κ results from the scaling of the diffusion flux by the distance and shared Voronoi interface areas
between nodes, in the same way that the spring force constants per triangle, ke, were scaled in the elastic part of the model
described above.
For the purpose of fluid transport, each set of connected fracture triangles is treated as one single fracture node with a
volume of VF , equal to the sum of volumes of its constituting fracture elements. Combining the fracture elements in this
way is equivalent to assuming that the transport in a fracture is much faster than diffusion in the solid matrix. According
to Henry’s law, the pressure in a fracture is in chemical equilibrium with the dissolved gas at its surface if p = kHc , where
kH is Henry’s coefficient. Assuming that the gas is an ideal gas, the concentration of the gas in the fracture is cF = p/RT ,
where R is the universal gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. The amount of gas contained in a fracture is given by
cFVF . Due to numerical considerations, it is advantageous to quantify fracture concentration in terms of the rescaled variable
uF = p/kH = cF/α, where α = kH/RT (because this allows the full transport problem to be expressed in matrix–vector
notation with a symmetric matrix). For simplicity, it is assumed that the flux across fracture surfaces is proportional to the
deviation from chemical equilibrium [30]. Thus, for fracture F , the concentration is updated according to
αVF
un+1F − unF
1t
=

j∈ΩF
βAj,F (cn+1j − un+1F ), (10)
where α = RT/kH , β is a surface evaporation coefficient, ΩF is the set of nodes adjacent to the fracture F , and Aj,F is the
fracture surface associated with node j. To achieve mass conservation, a flux βAj,F (un+1F − cn+1j ) must be subtracted from
each of the surface nodes j ∈ ΩF . For the surface area Aj,F the magnitude of the blue surface normal vector illustrated in
Fig. 4 (i.e. Aj,F =f∈F ,j∈f A⃗fj ) was used.
2.5. Lattice relaxation and pressure equilibration
The model is evolved in time by repeating the following procedure at every time step:
1. Update the concentrations ci and uF by solving Eqs. (9)–(10);
2. Obtain new fracture pressures using pF = kHuF ;
3. Repeat the following until no fracturing occurs:
(a) Relax the lattice (described below);
(b) Calculate the new stress state, and create new fractures if the fracture criterion (Eq. (6)) is met.
Lattice relaxation is assumed to occur very rapidly compared with transport, such that the gas content in each fracture
is conserved during mechanical relaxation. When the lattice deforms during relaxation, the fracture volumes may change,
and this requires adjustment of the pressures. To account for coupling between the deformation of the lattice and the fluid
pressures in the fractures, the lattice is relaxed using an iterative scheme, based on the following steps, which are repeated
until all of the forces are below a threshold value:
1. Bring the lattice closer to mechanical equilibrium by solving the linearised mechanical problem, keeping the current
fracture pressures fixed (explained below);
2. Calculate new fracture volumes, VF , based on new node positions, and adjust the fracture pressures according to the ideal
gas law (PFVF = const.).
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Since the solution of the linearised mechanical problem differs from the solution of the full non-linear problem, step 1
does not bring the lattice into equilibriumwith the gas filled fractures. However, the procedure is repeated with readjusted
pressures until force balance is reached, and the forces are consistent with the full, non-linear problem.
The linearised mechanical problem may be stated in matrix–vector form as AdX = B, where dX is the vector containing
the displacements of the nodes at a given iteration. The matrix A and vector B may be set up in various ways. A standard
way to linearise the problem would be to construct a total energy function for the system and to obtain A and B by a Taylor
expansion (i.e. make A the Hessian matrix of the total energy function and B the current forces on each node). In practice,
however, the latter approach is inefficient, because the Hessian depends on node positions andmust be recomputed at each
iteration. This can pose a significant computational cost, and, therefore, an alternativemethodwas used,which only requires
A to be recomputed whenever new fracture elements are introduced.
To construct the matrix A and vector B, let x⃗i denote the current position of node i and let x⃗′i = x⃗i + dx⃗i denote the new
node position after displacement by a small distance vector dx⃗i. The new spring force F⃗ ′ei,j exerted through element e on node
i ∈ e by node j ∈ e after displacement, may be expressed as (according to Eq. (2))
F⃗ ′ei,j = ke(|x⃗′j − x⃗′i| − l)nˆ′i,j
= ke(x⃗′j − x⃗′i)− kelnˆ′i,j
= ke(dx⃗j − dx⃗i)+ ke(x⃗j − x⃗i)− kelnˆ′i,j
≈ ke(dx⃗j − dx⃗i)+ ke(x⃗j − x⃗i)− kelnˆi,j
= ke(dx⃗j − dx⃗i)+ F⃗ ei,j, (11)
where F⃗ ei,j is the spring force before node displacement. In the second to last step of Eq. (11), the unit direction vector nˆ
′
i,j
associatedwith the new forcewas approximated by the unit vector nˆi,j of the old force,which is valid as long as |dx⃗j−dx⃗i| ≪ l
(i.e. for small displacements). The substrate attachment force (Eq. (3)) contributed by an element e on a node i ∈ e already
depends linearly on the node positions, and can be expressed as
F⃗ ′ei,substrate =
ks
6
(x⃗0i − x⃗′i)
= k
s
6
(x⃗0i − x⃗i − dx⃗i)
= −k
s
6
dx⃗i + F⃗ ei,substrate, (12)
where F⃗ ei,substrate is the substrate attachment force before node displacement. The new forces after displacement
(Eqs. (11)–(12)) must balance the pressure forces on the fracture walls. The equation giving the displacement dx⃗i of a node
i is therefore
e,i∈e

ks
6
dx⃗i −

j∈e,j≠i
ke(dx⃗j − dx⃗i)

= F⃗i, (13)
where F⃗i is the total (spring, substrate and pressure) force acting on the node before displacement. In Eq. (13), the coupling
between displacements in the x- and y-directions are completely absorbed into F⃗i, so the x- and y-displacements can be com-
puted separately. More precisely, the displacements in the x- and y-directions can be obtained from the two matrix–vector
equations,
AdX = Bx and AdY = By, (14)
where dX = {dx1, dx2, . . .} and dY = {dy1, dy2, . . .} contain the node displacements in the x- and y-directions, and Bx =
{F x1 , F x2 , . . .} and By = {F y1 , F y2 , . . .} contain the x- and y-components of the node forces. The off-diagonal elements of the
matrix A are given by
Ai,j = −

e,(i,j)∈e
ke, (15)
and the diagonal elements of A are given by
Ai,i =

e,i∈e

2ke + k
s
6

. (16)
A remains constant during the relaxation and pressure equilibration, and by inverting it numericallywhenever new fractures
are nucleated or existing fractures grow, one can obtain the displacements at each iteration by evaluating thematrix–vector
products dX = A−1Bx and dY = A−1By, instead of re-solving the linear problem. The decoupling of displacements in the
x- and y-directions implies additional computational gains for large systems, because the number of numerical operations
required by linear solvers typically increases more than linearly with the number of degrees of freedom.
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Table 1
Summary of dimensionless model parameters.
Parameter Unit Dimension-less form
Equilibrium spring length, l m ≡1
Spring constant, ke = √3Eh/4 m−1 N ≡1
Time step,1t s ≡1
Gas solubility, kH mNmol−1 ≡1
Substrate attachment, ks m−1 N ks/ke
Critical tensile stress, TC m−2 N TC/E
Bulk permeability, κ = Dh/2√3 m3 s−1 D1t/2√3l2
Production rate, γ m−3 s−1 γ hl21t
Fracture capacity, α – kH/RT
Evaporation coefficient, β m s−1 β1t/l
2.6. Dimensionless parametrisation
For convenience, dimensionless parameters are used in the remainder of this article, and they are listed in Table 1. The
dimensionless equilibrium spring length, l, time step, 1t , spring constant, ke, and gas solubility, kH , have values of unity.
Defining kH ≡ 1 makes the auxiliary variables u and the fracture pressures equal.
3. Results
Test results are presented in this section, to demonstrate the merits of the model. The parameter space is too large to
explore exhaustively, but insights can be obtained from a few simple examples.
3.1. Fracture shape
The node-splitting DEM model produces realistic fracture shapes, even at low resolution and with fractures that are a
few grid units long. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7, in which the aperture of fractures is plotted for various resolutions and
different fluid pressures in the fracture. The fractures have approximately elliptical shapes, as predicted by linear elastic
theory for cracks with infinitesimal apertures and with uniform internal pressures [44,45]. Even for fairly large fracture
aperture/fracture length ratios, this prediction appears to be valid.
3.2. Effects of fracture orientation
The fractures in the model are not constrained to follow grid directions. As a test for isotropy, Fig. 8 shows how the
total energy, fracture tip energy density, stress tensor invariants and fracture volume depend on the fracture propagation
direction. We find that the total elastic energy of the grid and the energy density at the crack tips are almost identical
functions of the fracture length for horizontal and vertical fractures. The stress invariants I1 = tr(σ ) and I2 = det(σ ) at the
fracture tips are also fairly similar for horizontal and vertical fractures, but are slightly lower for vertical fractures. This is
due to the fact that the nodes at the tip of vertical fractures are positioned slightly off the longitudinal fracture symmetry
axis. The fracture volume as a function of fracture length is not affected by the direction, which is important with respect to
the coupling to fluids in fractures.
3.3. The stress field around fractures
Fig. 9 shows examples of the stress fields around vertical and horizontal fractures of the same length. A direct quantitative
comparison between the two cases is difficult because it requires the stress fields to be rotated, scaled and perfectly aligned.
In Fig. 10 a visual comparison is shown instead, by plotting contours of the principal shear stress (normalised by fluid pres-
sure) for a horizontal and a vertical fracture of equal length, together with the analytic solution found byWestergaard [44].
This analytic solution, as elaborated by Sneddon [45], can be expressed in terms of the stress function
Z = p

z√
z2 − a2 − 1

, (z = x+ iy), (17)
where a is the fracture half length, and the stress components can be obtained from the relations
1
2
(σxx + σyy) = Re(Z),
1
2
(σxx − σyy) = yIm(Z ′),
σxy = yRe(Z ′), (18)
where Z ′ = ∂Z/∂z.
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Fig. 7. Variation of the fracture aperture with grid resolution for different pressures. Each data point represents the position of a node on the fracture
boundary (x is the position along the major axis of the fracture, andw is the displacement in the orthogonal direction). The black lines show fitted ellipses,
indicating that fractures have approximately elliptic shapes. The inset shows that the maximum aperture is proportional to the pressure. The data were
obtained using a fracture with half length a = 0.1L, where L is the system side length (grid resolution). External boundaries were fixed, and there was no
substrate attachment.
A comparison of Fig. 10(B)–(C)with Fig. 10(A) shows that the stress field around both the horizontal and vertical fractures
are fairly consistent with the analytic solution away from the crack tips (the vertical fracture has been rotated for ease of
comparison). Near the crack tip, theWestergaard solution diverges, but this is not captured by a discretemodel with limited
resolution. It should, however, be kept in mind that the stress field divergence is an artefact of the continuum description
and not a physical effect (after all, any material is discrete on short length scales, and its atomic constituents experience
forces, not stress). For the vertical crack, the principal shear stress is slightly asymmetric at the crack tip. This is because the
stress is evaluated at the grid nodes, and the tip nodes of vertical fractures fall slightly off the symmetry axis of the fracture
plane.
3.4. Pressure development in a propagating fracture
Fig. 11 shows the time evolution of the gas pressure in a single propagating fracture, under various conditions. The frac-
ture growth is intermittent, with a pressure drop associated with each propagation event. The results demonstrate that
the pressure required to initiate fracture growth depends on the parameters that determine material properties and the
strength of attachment to the rigid substrate, namely TC and kS .
For lower node breaking thresholds orweaker substrate attachment, fracturing occurs at lower pressures, and thewaiting
time before successive propagation events is shorter. The growth rate increases as α decreases or β and κ increase, because
these parameters influence the time required to inflate fractures with gas. The frequency of events increases as fractures
grow longer, because stress becomes more concentrated at the tips, and a smaller pressure is required to drive fracture
propagation. In addition, the transport of fluid into the fractures increases because of the increase in fracture surface
area. However, the substrate attachment localises elastic interactions, and the tip stress concentration eventually becomes
independent of the fracture length. At some point, the fracture propagates at constant pressure, and this pressure increases
with the production rate, γ , and decreases with the material strength, TC .
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A B
C D
E
Fig. 8. A: Total energy of system containing crack of half-length a. B: Energy density at the tip of a crack with half-length a. C: First stress invariant,
I1 = tr(σ ), at the tip of a crack with half-length a. D: Second stress invariant, I2 = det(σ ), at the tip of a crack with half-length a. E: Fracture volume as a
function of fracture half-length a. Data were obtained using an approximately quadratic domain with L = 70. The dimensionless pressure in the fractures
was P = 0.01, substrate attachment was turned off, and the external boundaries were free.
A B
C D
Fig. 9. A: Volumetric stress around a horizontal fracture. B: Shear stress around a horizontal fracture. C: Volumetric stress around a vertical fracture.
D: Shear stress around a vertical fracture. Data were obtained using a quadratic domain with side length L = 40. The dimensionless pressure in cracks was
p = 0.01, and a weak substrate attachment (kS = 10−3) was used.
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Fig. 10. The principal shear stress normalised by fluid pressure in the fracture. A: Analytic solution; B: Horizontal fracture; C: Vertical fracture (rotated
for ease of comparison). The numerical examples are cropped from a larger, quadratic computational domain with side length L = 80. A dimensionless
pressure of p = 0.05 and aweak substrate attachment (kS = 10−3) were used. The projectionmethodwas used to smooth the fracture contours in B and C.
3.5. Two interacting fractures
Fig. 12 illustrates a simulation in which two short horizontal fracture seeds were placed with a small offset in both the
horizontal and vertical directions. As the fractures inflate, they interact with each other via the stress field, which affects
their direction of propagation. When the breaking threshold is uniform, only the two tips directed away from the other
fracture grow, because the stress field there is more favourable for growth. However, when heterogeneity is introduced, by
distributing TC randomly according to a normal distribution with 10% standard deviation, the material becomes less brittle,
and the facing tips turn towards each other.
3.6. Systems of many fractures
Figs. 13–16 show examples of simulations with many (20) interacting fractures. The initial fractures seeds, formed by
splitting individual nodes, were randomly distributed in space and assigned random orientations selected from {−π/3, 0,
π/3}. (The fracture seed orientations are restricted to the three lattice directions, because initial fractures would need to
be longer in order to continue propagating linearly in other directions.) For ease of comparison, the same set of seeds were
used in all the examples. The external boundary was treated as a preexisting fracture with constant dimensionless pressure
p = 0.01 (because of the small residual pressure, fractures that joined the boundary did not collapse completely).
In the simulation illustrated in Fig. 13 there was no distribution of material strength TC (thematerial was homogeneous),
and many fractures started growing at about the same time. In Figs. 14–16 the node strengths were normally distributed
with a 10% standard deviation, and as a result, growth was more sequential.
Although the fluid production rate was 2.5 times higher and the fracture capacity was 75% lower (promoting faster
pressure build-up) in the simulation illustrated in Fig. 15 compared with the simulation illustrated in Fig. 14, the fracture
network evolvedmore slowly in Fig. 15 due to the faster diffusive fluid transport (κ and β were twice as large). Because fluid
drainage was more effective in the simulation of Fig. 15, two fractures were not activated (the fluid pressure never built up
sufficiently to propagate these fractures).
In the example in Fig. 16 the transportwas so effective that only two fractureswere activated, both located near the centre
of the system,where the concentration of fluid in the solidmatrix reaches the highest value.When these fractures connected
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Fig. 11. Simulation of the pressure evolution in a single evolving fracture, nucleated at the centre of a grid of size 200 × 20 at time t = 0. For all cases a
uniform breaking threshold, TC was used. In each column, two cells are highlighted in colour, indicating that the simulations differed only in the highlighted
parameter. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 12. Simulation of the interaction between two initially parallel fractures on a grid of size 150 × 40 with parameters κ = 0.0025 α = 4.0, β =
0.025, γ = 0.001 and kS = 10−3 . TC was normally distributed, with ⟨TC ⟩ = 0.1 and std(TC ) = 0.01. The colour indicates the concentration of dissolved
gas. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
to the boundary, they were able to drain the system sufficiently to prevent activation of other fractures. The examples in
Figs. 15 and 16 show an important feature of the system, namely that fractures not only interact by elastic coupling, but also
communicate through their effect on the concentration field. The relative importance of these two interaction mechanisms
depends on the various model parameters.
It is known from natural systems that propagating fracture tips tend to connect with existing fractures at right angles
(see for example Refs. [40–42]). In Figs. 13–16 propagating tips do tend to turn towards nearby fractures, but not always,
and sometimes the intersection is not orthogonal. To explain this discrepancy, it should be kept in mind that fracture tips
in this model are restricted to propagate along 12 directions, which limits how abruptly they can turn. In the cases where
the fractures do intersect orthogonally, the pressure in nearby fractures was high, such that its stress field could affect the
approaching fracture from afar and the tip had a long distance over which tomake the turn. In cases where tips did not turn,
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Fig. 13. Simulation with 20 fracture seeds on a quadratic grid of side length L = 90, showing the evolution of the fractures, volumetric stress field and
concentration field. System parameters: κ = 0.005, α = 8.0, β = 0.005, γ = 0.002, kS = 10−2 and TC = 0.1. The initial seeds are identical to those used
in the simulations illustrated in Figs. 14–16.
they were typically incident on external boundaries or deflated fractures, such that the stress field at the tip was dominated
by the contribution from the propagating fracture itself until it intersected the other fracture. With better spatial resolution,
we expect that these intersections would be orthogonal.
4. Discussion
The purpose of the previous sections was to motivate, describe and define a new DEMmodel, and point out its strengths
and weaknesses. In our opinion, the main advantage of the model is that fracture volumes and surfaces are naturally repre-
sented in terms of the computationalmesh. Thismakes it easy to keep track of fluid volumes and to impose fluid pressure on
fracturewalls. Themodel is particularly suitable for simulating very low permeability systems inwhich free fluid is confined
to fracture apertures by large capillary forces and/or by very low permeabilities such that pressure forces can be treated as
boundary forces acting on fracture surfaces. An additional benefit of the model is that the fracture shapes are realistic, even
for small fracture apertures and for fractures that do not follow a particular lattice direction. In particular, straight fractures
may be represented, even at the scale of individual elements. The stress field around fractures is well approximated by the
model, even at crack tips and with low mesh resolution.
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Fig. 14. Simulation with 20 fracture seeds on a quadratic grid of side length L = 90, showing the evolution of the fractures, volumetric stress field and
concentration field. System parameters: κ = 0.005, α = 8.0, β = 0.025, γ = 0.001, kS = 10−2, ⟨TC ⟩ = 0.1 and std(TC ) = 0.01. The initial seeds are
identical to those used in the simulations illustrated in Figs. 13, 15 and 16.
The increase in the number of nodes during simulations may appear to be a disadvantage with respect to implementa-
tion. However, as we have shown, fracturing causes only local changes to the mesh topology, and the relaxation method
used in the model only requires matrix updates when fractures propagate or when new fractures are nucleated. Addition-
ally, although the number of nodes increases during simulations, the number of triangular material elements is conserved.
By scaling the spring forces according to the Voronoi surfaces between nodes, and by splitting these into element-wise con-
tributions, inter-nodal forces are appropriately re-distributed after node splitting, without the need to adjust any springs. In
principle it should be possible to speed up the matrix updating further by preallocating memory for extra nodes in vectors
and matrices. Updates could then be accomplished by simply subtracting and adding elements at appropriate indices, elim-
inating the need to reassemble entire matrices. This should allow for matrix updates with efficiency similar to traditional
DEMmodels.
The idea of introducing fractures by splitting nodes can in principle be generalised to three-dimensional systems. The
extra book-keeping required for reconnecting themesh and inserting fracture elements upon fracturing seems to be thema-
jor complication. Two methods for representing fractures in the two-dimensional model were suggested. The first method,
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Fig. 15. Simulation with 20 fracture seeds on a quadratic grid of side length L = 90, showing the evolution of the fractures, volumetric stress field and
concentration field. System parameters: κ = 0.01, α = 2.0, β = 0.05, γ = 0.00025, kS = 10−2, ⟨TC ⟩ = 0.1 and std(TC ) = 0.01. The initial seeds are
identical to those used in the simulations illustrated in Figs. 13, 14 and 16.
which identifies fracture walls with the interfaces of the computational mesh, is directly transferable to three dimensions.
The second approach, which uses a projection of the surface obtained by the first approach, requires some modification in
order to work in three dimensions, because the surface associated with each node will be defined in terms of more than two
points, (i.e. points half way between the node and each of its neighbours on the fracture surface) and these points are not
necessarily coplanar. A solution to this problem would be to introduce an additional auxiliary point, for example the mean
of the other points defining the surface element, in order to triangulate fracture surfaces. Such an approach may reduce lat-
tice artefacts in three-dimensional DEMmodels. Despite being slightly more complicated, the projection method produces
fractures that are smoother than those achieved with the other method. Since it also ensures that the transport coupling is
independent of grid direction, we believe that the projection method is the superior of the two approaches.
There are many ways in which the DEMmodel presented here could be modified for various applications. More complex
inter-nodal forces could be implemented, for example by adding bending and torsional forces, or by using a different grid.
Mechanical elements with properties such as creep, strain hardening and plastic deformation could also be used. To study
fast processes a fully dynamic implementation, in which masses are assigned to the nodes and the system is evolved by
numerically solving Newton’s second law of motion, could be used, instead of using a quasi-static relaxation approach.
Different fracturing criteria, such as a Mohr–Coulomb criterion for compressive and shear fractures, could also be used.
This could easily be implemented for the fluid pressure-driven fracturing application discussed in this paper, however, an
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Fig. 16. Simulation with 20 fracture seeds on a quadratic grid of side length L = 90, showing the evolution of the fractures, volumetric stress field and
concentration field. System parameters: κ = 0.005, α = 2.0, β = 0.025, γ = 0.0005, kS = 10−2, ⟨TC ⟩ = 0.1 and std(TC ) = 0.01. The initial seeds are
identical to those used in the simulations illustrated in Figs. 13–15.
appropriate method for dealing with the closure of fractures and the shear forces between closed fracture surfaces would
be required. This could be achieved by using a collision-detection algorithm and imposing penalty forces to restrict overlap
of fracture and bulk elements. Anisotropy in elastic properties or composite materials could be modelled by defining spring
constants andmaterial strength individually for either nodes, springs or triangular elements. Dynamic adjustment of spring
equilibrium lengths would be a method for incorporating local material contraction or expansion, for example in response
to volume-changing chemical reactions with the fluid. With regard to fluid transport, it might be possible to couple the
DEM model with more advanced flow models, for example by decomposing fracture triangles into a finer mesh. A simple
modification to the current model would be to solve fracture flow as a pressure diffusion process on the triangular fracture
elements. Fracturing driven by fluids that do not obey the ideal gas equation of state could also be simulated. For example,
incompressible fluidsmay bemodelled by imposing conservation of fracture volumes during relaxation (similar to Ref. [37]).
To conclude, we believe that the model presented here addresses some of the challenges related to the modelling of
coupled processes of fluid transport, deformation and fracturing.
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